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A coordinated concentrated effort is being made by so called NGOs and then then

propagated by Pakistan sponsored social media units to project India as

persecutor and fuel disturbance from within the nation, among the community.

It's high time to expose these entities

(1/n)

"Hindutvawatch" - A well known fake narrative peddler website features article published by "International Christian concern"

calling PM Modi as persecutor.

Let's know who these associations are

(2/n)
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" Hindutvawatch" - A well managed vicious propaganda unit Operating from #Pakistan having presence almost everywhere

in social media propagating vicious agenda of creating narrative of "Minority persecution", which is then amplified by the

usual anti national elements.

(3/n)

When users on social media flagged fake news reporting and propagating fake agenda on twitter of this handle, someone

came to cry foul and rescue - GLOBAL TIMES.

Yes, it's huge. Isn't it ? What mutual interest does China have with a Pak operated propaganda handle.

(4/n)





Now let's come to "International Christian concern"

So called NGO- serial fake news peddler.

Remember john chau who illegaly sneaked in Andaman and then killed by sentinels.

However , ICC termed this as

"Hindu radicals attack"

(5/n)



Here ICC crying foul against scrutiny of missionary of charity.

Fact: It was not just MoC, thousands of other NGOs too were denied the extension on the grounds stipulated by the MHA.

They included many Hindu charities which has connections with the Sangh Parivar (6/n)





Many have appealed against the MHA’s decision. In the MoC’s case, the extension was granted despite their not going in for

an appeal.

(7/n)



Linking MHA’s specific legal action to other controversies and casting aspersions on all missionary institutions only

perpetuates the myth that Christians r being persecuted in India

Charity and service are not new to India,nor r they exclusive domain of any religious institution

The Indian Constitution zealously safeguards “freedom of religion” as a fundamental right. It was in this spirit of pluralism

that PM Modi met the Pope and invited him to India.

This never featured in ICC journal -- why ??

Summary

1.ICC publishes an article terming Indian PM an oppressor

2.Pak sponsored Hindutvawatch propagates it,which is amplified by others

3.Chinese Global times comes to rescue of Hindutvawatch

Now that the sinister agenda is exposed,be informed,condemn nd amplify the truth
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